Swim Lessons (Age 3-12)
Make sure your kids know how to swim! Children (age 3-4) will learn arm and leg movements, floating and fully submerging their faces in water. The five and older group focuses on elementary water skills with assistance, water entry and exit, breath control, submerging, buoyancy on front and back, treading water and swimming on front and back. Students in both classes will also learn water safety practices in or around water. Children five and under must be accompanied by parents. Students should bring a noodle, towel and wear a swimsuit. Lessons are held at an indoor pool. Yair Colon (see Parent and Child Swim). (4 meetings)

AGE 3-4
JUN 7-16 T/TH 5:15-6:00 PM
JUN 21-30 T/TH 5:15-6:00 PM
JUL 5-14 T/TH 5:15-6:00 PM
JUL 19-28 T/TH 5:15-6:00 PM
AUG 2-11 T/TH 5:15-6:00 PM
AUG 16-25 T/TH 5:15-6:00 PM
COST/$35

AGE 5-12 (LEVEL 1-2)
JUN 21-30 T/TH 6:15-7:00 PM
JUL 5-14 T/TH 6:15-7:00 PM
JUL 19-28 T/TH 6:15-7:00 PM
AUG 2-11 T/TH 6:15-7:00 PM
COST/$35

AGE 5-12 (LEVEL 3-4)
JUL 5-14 T/TH 7:15-8:00 PM
AUG 2-11 T/TH 7:15-8:00 PM
COST/$35

Water Fitness Camp (Age 8-14)
This class helps students develop strength and flexibility while improving posture. Instruction includes 30 minutes of aerobic exercises, 15 minutes of strength exercises and 15 minutes of stretching. Focus is on safety, improving individual students’ fitness level and fun! Students must wear a one piece bathing suit and bring a towel. Kathleen McDonald (see Water Fitness). (4 meetings)

JUN 17-JUL 15* FRI NOON-1 PM
JUL 22-AUG 12 FRI NOON-1 PM
COST/$25
*No class Jul 1

Swim Lessons (Age 12+)
This course teaches students water entry and exit, breath control, submerging, buoyancy on front and back, treading water and swimming on front and back, arm and leg movements, floating and fully submerging their faces in water. Children must wear a one-piece or tankini (no midriff showing), males must wear swim shorts (no speedos). Children are not permitted in the gym/pool area. Yair Colon (see Parent and Child Swim). (4 meetings)

JUN 21-30 T/TH 7:15-8:15 PM
JUL 19-28 T/TH 7:15-8:15 PM
COST/$49

ALL ABOUT WATER

Parent and Child Swim (Age 6 months-3 years)
This class familiarizes children with the water and prepares them to learn to swim. Parents will learn safety information and techniques to help orient their child to the water. Course also provides direction on how to supervise water activities in and around water. Lessons are held at an indoor pool. Wear a bathing suit and have children wear water diapers if needed. Yair Colon is a certified water safety instructor. (4 meetings)

JUN 7-16 T/TH 4:30-5:00 PM
JUN 21-30 T/TH 4:30-5:00 PM
JULY 5-14 T/TH 4:30-5:00 PM
JUL 19-28 T/TH 4:30-5:00 PM
AUG 2-11 T/TH 4:30-5:00 PM
AUG 16-25 T/TH 4:30-5:00 PM
COST/$25

Kung Fu Kids (Age 7+)
Based upon northern and southern styles of kung fu, this class focuses on the southern Hung Gar family of Kung Fu. Animal Kung Fu helps to instill discipline, focus and concentration. It has been shown a child training in martial arts has increased focus and discipline which leads them to be great leaders in their community along with improved habits in school and at home. Melissa Esau is a 200-hour certified medical qi gong, tai chi and Zen instructor. (10 meetings)

JUN 14-JUL 14 T/TH 2-3 PM
JUN 17-JUL 15* FRI NOON-1 PM
COST/$85

ROBOTS

WeDo Robotics (Age 7-12)
Learn about problem solving, scientific inquiry, robotics, motion control and programming through a series of fun and engaging hands-on activities using the LEGO We Do Robotics System. Students will get an introduction to foundational science, technology, engineering and math concept skills. Bring a snack for the break. Michael Owens is a 30-year veteran technology teacher who has mentored robotics teams and teaches engineering and robotics courses at Killeen High School. (4 meetings)

JUN 13-16 M-TH 8:30 AM-NOON
JUN 20-23 M-TH 8:30 AM-NOON
COST/$149

NeXT Robotics (Age 12-16)
Students will use the LEGO Mindstorms NXT robotics system to explore problem solving, scientific inquiry, robotics, motion control and programming through a series of fun and engaging hands-on activities and competition challenges. Students will get an introduction to foundational science, technology, engineering and math concept skills. Bring a snack for the break. Michael Owens (see We Do Robotics). (4 meetings)

JUN 13-16 M-TH 1-4:30 PM
COST/$149

Our office no longer accepts cash or personal checks! Payment must be made by credit/debit card, money order or cashier’s check.
COLLEGE FOR KIDS CLASSES

NEW! Lego Robot Arms (Age 7-12)
Take your Lego building skills to the NeXT level as you create and program a series of robotic arms with Lego robotics. You will bring robot arms to life using sensors and the Lego NX-FT-G programming language. Students will get an introduction to foundational science, technology, engineering and math concept skills. Bring a snack for the break. Michael Owens (see We Do Robotics). (4 meetings)
JUN 20-23 M-TH 1-4:30 PM
COST/$149

NEW! We Do Robotics II (Age 7-12)
We will review and expand upon the building and programing skills taught in the WeDo Robotics class. Using the WeDo expansion kit and multiple motors and sensors, students will build bigger and more complex interactive robot projects like the crane, the Ferris wheel, the smart house and the race car. The class culminates in a day of student choice builds from the Lego Engineering, the Next Level. Bring a snack for the break. Prerequisite: WeDo Robotics. Mike Owens (see WeDo Robotics). (4 meetings)
JUN 27-30 M-TH 8:30 AM-NOON
COST/$149

ENGINEERING

NEW! Rockets, Planes and Balloons (Age 7-12)
Discover flight in many forms as you construct a variety of flying contraptions including rockets, planes and hot air balloons. Students will get an introduction to foundational science, technology, engineering and math concept skills. Bring a snack for the break. Michael Owens (see We Do Robotics). (4 meetings)
JUN 27-30 M-TH 1-4:30 PM
COST/$75

Computers

App Inventor (Age 10-14)
Learn how to create your very own app - from the simplest app to a complex game. Students will use App Inventor, a free cloud-based application that allows them to create apps with blocks instead of programming in Java. Have fun while learning software engineering concepts like logics, variables, loops and data types. Anderson Fernandes has several years of experience working as a webpage designer and program coder. (4 meetings)
JUN 20-23 M-TH 9 AM-NOON
JUL 25-28 M-TH 9 AM-NOON
AUG 8-11 M-TH NOON-3 PM
COST/$75

Programming for Teens (Age 14+)
Explore the basics of programming in any language using Java. Students will learn concepts like variables, data types, logic, loops, algorithms, version control as well as principles of object-oriented programming that could be applied to any modern programming language. Anderson Fernandes (see App Inventor). (4 meetings)
JUL 11-14 M-TH 9 AM-1 PM
COST/$99

LET’S EXPERIMENT

Young Science Lab Rats (Age 6-8)
Young scientists will discover the amazing world of science as they race boats using soap for power, cultivate ghost crystals, make a technicolor milkshake and much more. Each participant will work from real science kits! Wear comfortable clothes you can get messy. Melinda Wright has more than 20 years of teaching experience and has presented science workshops at local, state and national levels. (2 meetings)
JUN 9-10 TH/FRI 1-3:30 PM
COST/$85

Cyber Safety (Age 6-12)
Discover how to safely use the Internet and be aware of stranger danger. Instruction includes videos and activities from the NetSmartz Workshop, a program of the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, designed to teach children how to be safer on and offline. Course also addresses inappropriate content, cyberbullying, protecting private personal information and being asked to meet offline. Carroll Beckom (see Sea Quest). (1 meeting)
JUL 19 TUE 9 AM-NOON
COST/$35

Web Design (Age 14+)
Create an eye-catching website for all to enjoy. Learn how to design and load your website on the Internet. Course topics include HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript and JQuery. Bring a flash drive to class (at least 512 MB). Anderson Fernandes (see App Inventor). (4 meetings)
AUG 1-4 M-TH 9 AM-NOON
COST/$75

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 254-526-1586 OR VISIT US ON THE WEB AT WWW.CTCD.EDU/CE
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COST/$69
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Chemistry Lab Rats
(Age 8-12)

Science has never been this much fun! Make rotten egg gas, find out what sewer maggots are, dispose of ghost poop, make your own bouncy balls and much more. You can even bring a foam gnome to life. Each participant will work from real science kits! Wear comfortable clothes you can get messy! Melinda Wright (see Young Science Lab Rats). (2 meetings)

JUN 9-10  TH/FRI 4-6:30 PM
COST/$85

Science Girls Rock! (Age 7-14)

Learn how much fun science can be in this class designed specifically for girls! Learn about the science that goes into making beauty projects and then make some of your own. Students will make lip balm, toothpaste and much more. Wear comfortable clothes you can get messy! Melinda Wright (see Young Science Lab Rats) (1 meeting)

JUN 13  MON 1-3:30 PM
COST/$29

Slippery Slimy Science
(Age 5+)

Become a mad scientist in training and learn some fun science stuff! Make ooze, a lava lamp, plastic milk, worms and other slimy and fun take-home projects that will help you learn about scientific principles. Students will use the scientific method in order to document outcomes in a science notebook. Students will also receive worksheets so projects can be repeated at home or for a school science project. Course price includes all project supplies. Wear experiment-proof clothing! Nilka Evans (see Slippery Slimy Science). (4 meetings)

JUN 13-16  M-TH 9AM-NOON
JUL 11-14  M-TH 9AM-NOON
AUG 1-4  M-TH 9AM-NOON
COST/$69

Snap, Crackle, Pop: A Chemistry Journey (Age 5+)

Eager young scientists will mix safe concoctions that will either snap, crackle or sizzle before they pop. They will receive a journal to document experiences in case they want to repeat them for science fairs or home demonstrations. Make your summer sizzle in this fun-filled science adventure! Wear experiment proof clothing. Nilka Evans (see Slippery Slimy Science). (4 meetings)

JUN 13-16  M-TH 1-4PM
JUL 11-14  M-TH 1-4PM
AUG 1-4  M-TH 1-4PM
COST/$75

Bathroom, Backyard and Kitchen Magic (Age 5+)

Learn how to whip up science projects at home using products found in your kitchen, bathroom or backyard. Class covers a different discipline of science each day including earth science, physics, biology and chemistry. Students will use the scientific method in order to document outcomes in a science notebook. Students will also receive worksheets so projects can be repeated at home or for a school science project. Course price includes all project supplies. Wear experiment-proof clothing! Nilka Evans (see Slippery Slimy Science).

(Jul 8 FRI 9 AM-NOON
COST/$39

Gross Science (Age 6-12)

Call it the ewww! factor, but nothing engages kids in science more than down and dirty hands-on experiments. We’ll inspire students while reinforcing science concepts with these icky, creepy, smelly and gross investigations. Kids will check out the layouts of their skin and learn how to create fake blood, snot and wounds and be ready for Halloween! Carroll Beckom (see Sea Quest). (1 meeting)

JUL 12  TUE 9AM-NOON
COST/$39

Invention Convention (Age 6-12)

Come up with an invention using your creativity. Develop a structure that can support weight and find out how inventors come up with cool ideas. Enter your project in the National Museum of Education’s invention competition. Included is a show at the CTC Mayborn Science Theater. Bring a notebook, something to write with and a snack and drink for the break. Carroll Beckom (see Sea Quest). (1 meeting)

JUL 13  WED 9AM-NOON
COST/$39

Extraterrestrials (Age 6-12)

Enjoy an exciting afternoon filled with eerie, out-of-this world creatures! As a member of our space team, you will predict what aliens might look like on various planets. What would ET look like if it lived on Jupiter? How would the environment, gravity and atmosphere change the appearance of an alien living on Mercury? Find the answers and become an alien taxonomist. A show in the Mayborn Science Theater is included. Wear comfortable clothing. Bring a notebook and something to write with. Carroll Beckom (see Sea Quest). (1 meeting)

JUL 13  WED 9AM-NOON
COST/$39

Our office no longer accepts cash or personal checks! Payment must be made by credit/debit card, money order or cashier’s check.
Hocus Focus! (Age 6-12)
Children will learn how to increase their concentration power and sharpen their focus with optical illusions. Instruction includes explaining, demonstrating, guiding and enabling each child to learn about the science behind optical illusions. There will be activities for pre-readers and readers and opportunities for small group, large group and individual work. A variety of art, craft, games, videos and demonstrations will be used. Wear comfortable clothing and bring a notebook, something to write with plus a snack and drink for the break. Carroll Beckom (see Sea Quest). (1 meeting)

JUL 18 MON 9 AM-NOON
COST/$39

Sea Quest (Age 6-12)
Discover the ocean and the creatures that call it home! Students will learn about coral reefs and ocean structures like volcanoes, learn about jellyfish, sharks, sea turtles and whales and make an ocean ecosystem in a bottle. Carroll Beckom is an educational program assistant at the Mayborn Science Theater. (3 meetings)

JUN 13-15 M-W 9 AM-NOON
COST/$89

Galaxy Quest (Age 6-12)
Learn about the power of our sun, gravity, stars, what lasers really do and much more! Explore science through hands-on experiments. Students will also make a constellation projector, use a solar telescope and a sun spotter. The last day of class will be spent watching a show in the Mayborn Science Theater. Course price includes all supplies. Carroll Beckom (see Sea Quest). (3 meetings)

JUN 20-22 M-W 9 AM-NOON
COST/$89

You Rock! Fossil Hunting in Central Texas (Age 5+)
Discover the fun of fossil hunting in central Texas. Students will get an overview of the fossilization process and the environments in which fossils are made. Learn how to find and identify fossils for your own collection during a walking field trip (on campus). Each student will create their own 3D-layered fossil landform. A show in the Mayborn Science Theater is included. Wear appropriate clothing and sunscreen. Bring bottled water for the field trip. Nilka Evans (see Slippery Slimy Science). (4 meetings)

JUN 20-23 M-TH 9AM-NOON
COST/$75

Dino Quest (Age 6-12)
Unearth an adventure and discover the most fascinating creatures from the past - dinosaurs! Explore the 15 types of dinosaurs, learn the difference between hungry herbivores and cranky carnivores, create your own dinosaur and make your own fossils. Class also discusses what a paleontologist does. Wear comfortable clothing. Carroll Beckom (see Sea Quest). (3 meetings)

JUN 27-29 M-W 9 AM-NOON
COST/$89

Temperature, Water and Weather...Oh My! (Age 5+)
Have fun making thermometers, barometers and a cloud in a bottle while learning about the water cycle and how it affects weather all over the planet! Students will use the scientific method to document outcomes in a science notebook. Students will also receive worksheets so projects can be repeated at home or for a school science project. A show in the Mayborn Science Theater is included. Course price includes all project supplies. Wear experiment-proof clothing! Nilka Evans (see Slippery Slimy Science). (4 meetings)

JUL 18-21 M-TH 1-4PM
COST/$75

If you are interested in designing a class, call (254) 526-1586 to request an application. You can also check out our website www.ctcd.edu/ce and go to the “Can You Teach?” section to download a course proposal form.
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Our Sun and Other Stars (Age 6-12)
Learn about red giants, white dwarves, nebulas, supernovas, sun spots, solar storms and the life cycle of a star. View our closest star, the sun, through a solar telescope. Wear comfortable clothing and bring a notebook, something to write with and a snack and drink for the break. Carroll Beckom (see Sea Quest). (1 meeting)
JUL 20 WED 9 AM-NOON
COST/$35

EARTH & BEYOND CONT.

Young Naturalist (Age 6-12)
Learn how to apply the scientific method while investigating the science behind aquatic ecosystems, natural resources, the food chain and endangered species. Build an “insect zoo,” a birdbath and terrarium. Have fun while satisfying the requirements for the Girl Scout’s junior animal habitats badge, Cub Scout’s wildlife conservation awards for belt loop and academic pin and the Webelo naturalist skill award. Wear comfortable clothing and bring a snack. Carroll Beckom (see Sea Quest). (1 meeting)
JUL 11 MON 9 AM-NOON
COST/$39

Animal Heroes (Age 5-10)
Calling all animal lovers! This class is perfect for anyone who wants to learn more about animals and make a difference in their lives. Learn interesting facts about animals while you participate in fun, hands-on projects that will benefit homeless pets, primates and more. Wear comfortable clothing and shoes. Melinda Wright (see Young Science Lab Rats). (1 meeting)
JUN 13 MON 10AM-NOON
COST/$29

Gardening for Kids (Age 9-14)
If you love being outside or have a green thumb, gardening is for you! This Junior Master Gardener (JMG) class engages children in hands-on group and individual learning experiences that provide a love of gardening, develop an appreciation for the environment and cultivate the mind. JMG also inspires youths to be of service to others through service learning and leadership development projects and rewards them with certification and recognition. Children can get involved in exploring their world through meaningful activities that encourage leadership development, personal pride and responsibility and community involvement. It helps young people develop critical thinking skills, the ability to identify community concerns and take action to address them through individual group projects. JMG is an international youth gardening program of the university cooperative extension network. Please wear comfortable clothing and bring a bottle of water. Denene Barnes is an elementary school teacher and a Bell County master gardener certified to teach the JMG curriculum. (3 meetings)
JUL 11-13 M-W 9-11AM
COST/$49

Come Fly with Me (Age 9-16)
Get a complete briefing on aviation careers, oddities, safety, weather maps and radar. The class ends with an actual airplane flight. Michael Hutyra is an assistant chief flight instructor with the CTC Aviation Science department and has logged more than 1,500 hours of flight time. (5 meetings)
AGE 9-11
JUN 13-17 M-F 2-3 PM*
AGE 12-16
JUN 20-24 M-F 2-3 PM*
*C9 am flight time on Friday at the Skylark Field airport

THE GREAT OUTDOORS

Spanish (Age 7-11)
Get ahead in school with your knowledge of Spanish. Learn various customs and courtesies along with phrases, numbers, colors, weeks, months and elementary sentence construction for initial conversation. Nilka Evans (see Slippery Slimy Science). (4 meetings)
JUN 27-30 M-TH 9-11 AM
JUL 25-28 M-TH 1-3PM
AUG 8-11 M-TH 9-11 AM
COST/$45

GERMAN (AGE 7-13)
Have fun with games and songs while learning basic German. Students will practice speaking words, numbers and simple sentences. Stefanie Seaver is a state of Texas-certified German teacher who has taught for more than four years. (4 meetings)
JUN 20-23 M-TH 4-7 PM
COST/$55

AVIATION

Colin Beckom

Spanish (Age 7-11)
Get ahead in school with your knowledge of Spanish. Learn various customs and courtesies along with phrases, numbers, colors, weeks, months and elementary sentence construction for initial conversation. Nilka Evans (see Slippery Slimy Science). (4 meetings)
JUN 27-30 M-TH 9-11 AM
JUL 25-28 M-TH 1-3PM
AUG 8-11 M-TH 9-11 AM
COST/$45
French (Age 7-13)
Have fun learning how to speak French. Class focuses on the alphabet, numbers and basic grammar. Students will also practice making introductions and asking for directions. Bring a pen and notebook to class. Nilka Evans studied French in college and lived in Europe for about seven years. (4 meetings)

JUN 27-30 M-TH 1-3 PM
JUL 25-28 M-TH 9-11 AM
AUG 8-11 M-TH 1-3 PM
COST/$45

Travel the World with Music (Age 7-10)
Experience music, art and dance from different parts of the world to including Europe, China, South Korea, Japan, India and various parts of Africa. Students will make a ‘passport’ and travel journal to record their daily discoveries. The last 20 minutes of class on the final day will include an informal concert in the classroom for family and friends. Bring a snack for the break (no pineapple, the instructor is highly allergic). Vallie Owens is a teacher, world traveler and a PhD candidate in Music Education. (4 meetings)

JUL 5-8 T-F 8:30 AM-NOON
COST/$89

Kids Improv (Age 8-12)
Enjoy an exercise in imagination! This class focuses on beginner’s improvisational theater fundamentals with games and exercises designed for stimulating the imagination and performing. Emma Merlo (See Adult Beginner’s Improv). (5 meeting)

JUL 11-15 M-F 9-NOON
COST/$59

Group Piano
This group piano class is for beginners who have little or no piano experience. Class focuses on the keyboard, improvisation and note reading. Students must have a piano or keyboard available for daily practice. Music supply costs will vary per student. Shin-Young Yun has a master’s degree in music with a specialization in performance. (6 meetings)

AGE 5-12
JUN 8-JUL 13 WED 12:30-1:30PM
JUL 20-AUG 24 WED 12:30-1:30PM

AGE 13+
JUN 8-JUL 13 WED 11:30AM-12:30PM
JUL 20-AUG 24 WED 11:30AM-12:30PM
COST/$89

Melody Time (Age 7-10)
Elementary music is all about exploring and discovering! Students will craft instruments and learn how to make music with them, while reading about different types of music and musicians of the world. This class will enhance overall music comprehension. Wear comfortable clothes for craft making. Chloe Easterling-Walker is a music student with a concentration on K-12 music education. (4 meetings)

JUN 20-23 M-TH 9-11 AM
JUL 11-14 M-TH 9-11 AM
AUG 1-4 M-TH 9-11 AM
COST/$69

Scavenger Adventure Photo Hunt (Age 6+)
The hunt is on! Children will develop problem solving and social skills while working with and interacting with others. This class will get kids moving. They’ll also take lots of pictures as a fun way to create lasting memories. Come join this fantastic journey! Keilani Middleton (see Lights.Camera. Action!). (1 meeting)

JUL 9 SAT 1-2 PM
JUL 16 SAT 1-2 PM
COST/$19

Watercolor and Colored Pencils (Age 7-12)
Illuminate the artist inside you! Learn basic watercolor and colored pencil skills and techniques to create your own masterpiece. Projects encourage creative thinking and allow students to continue practicing and developing their artistic skills. Wear clothes that can get messy. Gracie Olivarez (see art Exploration). (4 meetings)

JUN 13-16 M-TH 1-3 PM
JUL 11-14 M-TH 9-11 AM
JUL 25-28 M-TH 1-3 PM
COST/$65

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 254-526-1586 OR VISIT US ON THE WEB AT WWW.CTCD.EDU/CE
COLLEGE FOR KIDS

ART CONT.

Beginning Drawing (Age 10+)
Build confidence while developing an artist’s eye! Students will enhance their observational sensibilities and apply them to their artwork. Class includes the fundamentals of drawing - composition, proportion, perspective, light and shadow. Melinda Wright (see Young Science Lab rats). (2 meetings)
JUN 14-15 T/W 1-3:30 PM
COST/$35

Wired! (Age 10+)
Learn wire art basics and apply them to creating an original piece of art. Class focuses on safety, tools, cutting, shaping and twisting techniques. Emphasis is placed on visualization, individual creativity, experimentation and self-expression. Wear comfortable clothing. Fred Chavez has been sculpting with metal wire since 2002. (1 meeting)
JUN 10 FRI 1-4 PM
COST/$29

Arts and Crafts (Age 6-10)
Experiment with new methods of expression in this fun, hands-on class. This project-based course is a great opportunity for getting your child to think outside of her or his creative box. Wear clothes that can get messy. Gracie Olivarez (see Art Exploration). (4 meetings)
AUG 1-4 M-TH 1-3 PM
COST/$65

Beginning Drawing (Age 10+)
Build confidence while developing an artist’s eye! Students will enhance their observational sensibilities and apply them to their artwork. Class includes the fundamentals of drawing - composition, proportion, perspective, light and shadow. Melinda Wright (see Young Science Lab rats). (2 meetings)
JUN 14-15 T/W 1-3:30 PM
COST/$35

Wired! (Age 10+)
Learn wire art basics and apply them to creating an original piece of art. Class focuses on safety, tools, cutting, shaping and twisting techniques. Emphasis is placed on visualization, individual creativity, experimentation and self-expression. Wear comfortable clothing. Fred Chavez has been sculpting with metal wire since 2002. (1 meeting)
JUN 10 FRI 1-4 PM
COST/$29

Arts and Crafts (Age 6-10)
Experiment with new methods of expression in this fun, hands-on class. This project-based course is a great opportunity for getting your child to think outside of her or his creative box. Wear clothes that can get messy. Gracie Olivarez (see Art Exploration). (4 meetings)
AUG 1-4 M-TH 1-3 PM
COST/$65

Book Art for Fun (Age 10-14)
Turn your words into beautiful works of art! Students will learn how to create books, diaries, journals and sketch books through various media. Wear clothes that can get messy. Gracie Olivarez (see Art Exploration). (4 meetings)
JUN 20-23 M-TH 1-3 PM
COST/$65

Beginning Drawing (Age 10+)
Build confidence while developing an artist’s eye! Students will enhance their observational sensibilities and apply them to their artwork. Class includes the fundamentals of drawing - composition, proportion, perspective, light and shadow. Melinda Wright (see Young Science Lab rats). (2 meetings)
JUN 14-15 T/W 1-3:30 PM
COST/$35

Wired! (Age 10+)
Learn wire art basics and apply them to creating an original piece of art. Class focuses on safety, tools, cutting, shaping and twisting techniques. Emphasis is placed on visualization, individual creativity, experimentation and self-expression. Wear comfortable clothing. Fred Chavez has been sculpting with metal wire since 2002. (1 meeting)
JUN 10 FRI 1-4 PM
COST/$29

Arts and Crafts (Age 6-10)
Experiment with new methods of expression in this fun, hands-on class. This project-based course is a great opportunity for getting your child to think outside of her or his creative box. Wear clothes that can get messy. Gracie Olivarez (see Art Exploration). (4 meetings)
AUG 1-4 M-TH 1-3 PM
COST/$65

Painting (Age 8-14)
Bring out your inner artist by creating paintings using tempera and watercolor. Students will learn painting can be done with objects other than paint brushes! Wear clothes that can get messy. Gracie Olivarez (see Art Exploration). (4 meetings)
JUN 27-30 M-TH 1-3 PM
COST/$65

ART CONT.

Castles, Knights and Dragons (Age 5-12)
Learn about medieval times while creating clay castles, magical painted dragons and brave knights. Class will take place on the painted bus. Amelia Rabroker is an experienced art teacher with a degree in art education. (4 meetings)
JUL 11-14 M-TH 9:30-11 AM
COST/$65

Stop Motion for Kids (Age 8+)
Lights...camera...action! Create stop-motion animation and movies. Students are asked to bring one object of their own to incorporate in their project along with props provided by the instructor. Each child will work in class to create a DVD of their work. Marlena Martin, CEO of an animation studio, is an animator, artist and programmer who enjoys art, creativity and helping others. (3 meetings)
JUL 16-30 SAT 10 AM-NOON
COST/$49

Drawing and Sketching (Age 8-14)
Learn basic sketching and drawing skills using pencil and charcoal. Projects encourage creative thinking and allow students to continue practicing and developing their artistic skills. Wear clothes that can get messy. Gracie Olivarez (see Art Exploration). (4 meetings)
AUG 8-11 M-TH 1-3 PM
COST/$65

ARTS & CRAFTS

Comic Books (Age 8+)
Learn the fundamentals of crafting and creating your own comic book story. Don’t worry if you don’t know how to draw. Course focuses on exploring story lines, drawing, improvisation, setting up the story, comic book layout and formatting. All of the comics created in class will be featured in a class comic book. Students will also learn basic Photoshop techniques. Marlena Martin (see Stop Motion). (3 meetings)
JUL 16-30 SAT 1-3:30 PM
COST/$55

Arts and Crafts (Age 6-10)
Experiment with new methods of expression in this fun, hands-on class. This project-based course is a great opportunity for getting your child to think outside of her or his creative box. Wear clothes that can get messy. Gracie Olivarez (see Art Exploration). (4 meetings)
AUG 1-4 M-TH 1-3 PM
COST/$65

Comic Books (Age 8+)
Learn the fundamentals of crafting and creating your own comic book story. Don’t worry if you don’t know how to draw. Course focuses on exploring story lines, drawing, improvisation, setting up the story, comic book layout and formatting. All of the comics created in class will be featured in a class comic book. Students will also learn basic Photoshop techniques. Marlena Martin (see Stop Motion). (3 meetings)
JUL 16-30 SAT 1-3:30 PM
COST/$55

Arts and Crafts (Age 6-10)
Experiment with new methods of expression in this fun, hands-on class. This project-based course is a great opportunity for getting your child to think outside of her or his creative box. Wear clothes that can get messy. Gracie Olivarez (see Art Exploration). (4 meetings)
AUG 1-4 M-TH 1-3 PM
COST/$65

Wired! (Age 10+)
Learn wire art basics and apply them to creating an original piece of art. Class focuses on safety, tools, cutting, shaping and twisting techniques. Emphasis is placed on visualization, individual creativity, experimentation and self-expression. Wear comfortable clothing. Fred Chavez has been sculpting with metal wire since 2002. (1 meeting)
JUN 10 FRI 1-4 PM
COST/$29
Early Learners Program (Age 3-5)

This class offers developmentally appropriate programs in a fun, safe environment for early learners! Students will learn literature, art, math, science, dramatic play, healthy snacks, music and movement through indoor and outdoor play. Educationally interactive materials and equipment are both offered to promote exploration and discovery, which supports the growth and development of the whole child. All experiences are play-based and designed to enhance creativity, intellectual, healthy emotion, social skills and physical wellbeing. The beginners class is for non-school aged children age 3-4, the intermediate class is for children age 4-5 entering kindergarten and the advanced class is for children age five and older entering first grade. Price includes all supplies and a daily snack, which is tailored around the lesson being taught that day. Students will be able to keep the projects they make using these supplies. Please inform the instructor on the first day of class if your child has any food allergies. Students must be potty trained to attend class. Wear comfortable clothing suitable for exercise. Kaili Stanton has taught an early literacy program for the past six years. (4 meetings)

**BEG (AGE 3-4)**

- **JUN 27-30** M-TH 9:30-10:30 AM
- **JUL 25-28** M-TH 9:30-10:30 AM

**INT (AGE 4-5)**

- **JUN 27-30** M-TH 11 AM-NOON
- **JUL 25-28** M-TH 11 AM-NOON

**ADV (AGE 5-6)**

- **JUN 25-28** M-TH 1:30-2:30 PM
- **JUL 18-21** M-TH 1-3 PM

**COST/ $45**

Beginning Scholastic Chess (Age 8-14)

Join other scholastic chess players for a chess experience you won't forget. Our daily program features a balance of fun and formol chess instruction plus friendly competition. All participants will receive both group and individual instruction. Coach Darieck Foster has taught chess for 16 years and his team has won local, regional, state and national tournaments. (4 meetings)

- **JUN 13-16** M-TH 1-3 PM
- **JUL 11-14** M-TH 1-3PM

**COST/ $49**

Advanced Scholastic Chess (Age 8-14)

Learn various advanced chess strategies necessary to compete at any level. Part I includes the three phases of a chess match (opening, middle and end), strategies to improve game play and practice methods to improve skills. Part II covers additional strategies, recording, analysis, tournament rules and how to play on a clock. Darieck Foster (see Beginning Scholastic Chess). (4 meetings)

**PART I**

- **JUN 20-23** M-TH 1-3 PM

**PART II**

- **JUN 27-30** M-TH 1-3 PM

**COST/ $49**

Chess Basics and Strategies (Age 6+)

Playing chess is a great way to improve critical thinking skills and strategy. Learn the fundamentals of chess in five minutes and put what you’ve learned into practice within the first 30 minutes of play. Students will discover strategies and tips for winning in competitions or enjoying a leisurely game of chess. Wanda Gunter has coached scholastic chess for more than seven years and has published a chess instruction guide. (4 meetings)

- **JUN 20-23** M-TH 1-3 PM
- **JUN 27-30** M-TH 9-11 AM
- **JUL 18-21** M-TH 1-3 PM

**COST/ $49**

Babysitter Training (Age 10+)

Learn what it takes to be a safe and responsible babysitter. Explore the knowledge and skills necessary to safely and responsibly give care for children and infants. Training helps participants develop leadership skills and learn how to develop a babysitting business. Other topics include safety, discipline and basic child care and first aid. Wear comfortable clothing - no tank tops or shorts. Bring your own lunch for one day classes. Participants will receive a certification in CPR/AED and First Aid. Kenya Andrews is a certified instructor trainer with the American Red Cross and has been with the organization for 27 years. (1 or 2 meetings)

- **JUN 27-29** M/W 9 AM-1 PM
- **AUG 20** SAT 9 AM-4 PM

**COST/ $95**

CPR (Age 11-16)

Make sure you are prepared to help someone you love in a life-threatening situation. Knowing how to administer CPR effectively could save the life of a family member or friend. The course book is included in the price of the class. This course meets requirements for childcare workers. Jared Koppes is a certified CPR instructor. (2 meetings)

- **JUN 29-30** W/TH 9 AM-1 PM
- **JUL 23-24** SA/SU NOON-4 PM

**COST/ $69**

**FIND US ON FACEBOOK AT:**

/ctccdcontinuingeducation

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 254-526-1586 OR VISIT US ON THE WEB AT WWW.CTCD.EDU/CE
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LEARN TO COOK

Our cooking classes are open to students age 13+...

See p. 12
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COLLEGE FOR KIDS

FIRST AID/SAFETY CONT.

Dog and Cat First Aid (Age 9-16)

Being prepared for emergencies involving a dog or cat is the least you can do for your furry family members! This class teaches you how to protect yourself and the animal from further harm, injury or suffering during emergencies by teaching prompt, effective first aid actions and care. Wear comfortable clothes. No tank tops or shorts. Please indicate whether you are a “dog” or “cat” person when registering. Kenya Andrews (see Babysitter Training). (2 meetings)

JUL 11&13 M/W 9 AM-NOON COST/$59

Basic Aid Training (Age 6-10)

Safety is all about being prepared and understanding what to do in case of an emergency. Students will learn how to be prepared for emergencies, give general care, protect themselves from harm and follow safety procedures during an emergency with prompt, effective first aid actions and care. This is a great class for students who would like to earn first aid badges. Wear comfortable clothing. Kenya Andrews (see Babysitter Training). (2 meetings)

JUL 14-15 TH-F 9 AM-1 PM COST/$65

COLLEGE FOR KIDS

FOOD

Basic Cake Decoration (Age 6+)

Try your hand at cake decorating. Learn how to use basic equipment and master techniques like icing a cake with buttercream, using gel colors, decorating with a variety of tips and creating roses to make a formal spray of flowers. These techniques can also be used to decorate cookies. Students will choose from a variety of seven-inch pre-baked cakes to decorate and take home. Please wear sleeved shirts and closed-toed shoes. Bring an apron and cake container. Be prepared to spend about $10-$15 on supplies (supply list available when registering). Chef Lezo is a professor in the CTC Culinary Arts and Hospitality department. (2 meetings)

JUN 9-10 TH-F 11 AM-4:30 PM COST/$99

Barbecue Styles from Around the World (Age 13+)

Whether your barbecue preference is well-marinated, skewered or using spice rubs, you’ll be in good company as we explore barbecue recipes from around the world. Get ready for char siu pork (Hong Kong), churrasco beef (Brazil) and souvlaki chicken (Mediterranean). Please wear sleeved shirts and closed-toed shoes. Bring an apron and food container. Chef Virgil (see Food Art). (5 meeting)

JUN 13-17 M-F 10 AM-2 PM COST/$115

Creative Cookies (Age 7+)

Learn how to make, cut out, bake and decorate homemade sugar cookies. Bring your creative ideas, nimble fingers and favorite cookie cutter. Students will leave with one dozen decorated cookies to share with friends and family. Please wear sleeved shirts and closed-toed shoes. Bring an apron and food container. Chef Melinda has a degree in culinary arts and is a professional baker and pastry chef. (1 meeting)

JUN 24 FRI 11 AM-2 PM COST/$49

Food Art (Age 8+)

Garnishes will turn your plate presentation from ordinary to extraordinary. Your guest will feel extra special when you present them with plates that include strawberry fans; a variety of flowers made from onions, carrots, tomatoes; cucumber sharks; and swans made from melons. Please wear sleeved shirts and closed-toed shoes. Bring $20 if you would like to purchase an optional garnishing kit. Bring an apron and food container. Chef Virgil has a degree in culinary arts. (1 meeting)

JUN 11 SAT 11 AM-4 PM COST/$59

JUL 11 SAT 11 AM-4 PM COST/$59

JUL 13-17 M-F 10 AM-2 PM COST/$115

CONT.
COLLEGE FOR KIDS CLASSES

Create a Chef (Age 8+)
Show your dad just how special he is this Father’s Day by cooking him a “manly” burger. Our burger line-up includes Thai tuna burger, grilled shrimp burger and inside out burger. Please wear sleeved shirts and closed-toed shoes. Bring an apron and food container. Chef Virgil has a degree in culinary arts. (1 meeting)
JUN 25 SAT 11 AM-4 PM
COST/$59

More Barbeque Styles from Around the World (Age 13+)
Grab your tongs as we continue our culinary excursion around the globe. On the menu this trip is yakiniku beef (Japan), tandoori chicken (India) and shrimp on the barbie (Australia). Please wear sleeved shirts and closed-toed shoes. Bring an apron and food container. Chef Virgil (see Food Art). (5 meetings)
JUL 18-22 M-F 10 AM-2 PM
COST/$115

Cupcake Safari (Age 6+)
ROAR! Whether you’re a beginner or more advanced, create six different fondant animal cupcakes using basic tools. Practice on Styrofoam cupcake dummies and transfer them to your own homemade cupcakes so your family and friends can enjoy them. Students will choose one dozen pre-baked cupcakes cakes to decorate and bring home. Please wear sleeved shirts and closed-toed shoes. Bring an apron and cake container. Chef Lezo (see Basic Cake Decoration). (2 meetings)
JUL 14-15 TH-F 11 AM-4:30 PM
COST/$99

The Science of Food (Age 6+)
Science isn’t just for the classroom, it’s in the kitchen too! Swap your lab coat for an apron and investigate how chemical reactions alter the taste, shape and texture of everyday ingredients. Menu items include spheres made from yogurt, fruit with fizzy explosion flavors as well as foams and airs to create 10-minute cakes. Please wear sleeved shirts and closed-toed shoes. Bring an apron and food container. Chef Lezo (see Basic Cake Decoration). (2 meetings)
AUG 4-5 TH-F 11 AM-4:30 PM
COST/$99

Weather Phenomena (Age 6-12)
Join us as we take a trip through the weather phenomena on our planet and others in our solar system. As we take this journey, we will create our very own Texas tornados, sweet snowflakes and more hands-on activities as we venture through each unique type of weather on various planets. Wear clothing you can get dirty in because the unexpected rain storms may cause a little mud! Carroll Beckom is an educational program assistant at the Mayborn Science Theater. (1 meeting)
JUN 11 SAT 1-4 PM
COST/$39
AUG 13 SAT 1-4 PM
COST/$35

Up-Cycling: Christmas in July (Age 6-12)
Make your own decorations and gifts from materials you have in your own home, like paper tubes, containers and household odds and ends. Project ideas include handy napkin rings, a light saber and holiday. Wear comfortable clothing and bring a snack. Carroll Beckom (see Weather Phenomena). (1 meeting)
JUL 9 SAT 1-4 PM
COST/$39

The Moon Made Me Do It! (Age 6-12)
Explore truths and myths about the moon. What effects do lunar cycles really have on living organisms? Lunar cycles have been linked with many aspects of human biology, behavior and folklore including crime, birthrates, fertility, werewolves and vampirism. In this lesson, students will discuss various phenomena in living organisms attributed to lunar cycles. Wear comfortable clothing and bring a notebook, something to write with plus a snack and drink for the break. Carroll Beckom (see Weather Phenomena). (1 meeting)
AUG 13 SAT 1-4 PM
COST/$35

Our office no longer accepts cash or personal checks! Payment must be made by credit/debit card, money order or cashier’s check.
Central Texas College District does not discriminate in admissions or access to, or treatment or employment in, its programs and activities on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, gender, disability, age or veterans status.
WHAT ABOUT PARKING?
Parking permits will be issued to those who are registered in our classes. Be sure to display it prominently. Do not park in reserved parking places. Anyone parking in a reserved parking space will receive a parking ticket.

WHAT IF A CLASS IS FULL?
You may register for a class any time prior to the first meeting. However, it’s a good idea to sign up early. Class size is limited! If the class you want to take is full, ask to be placed on a waiting list. Then, if an opening occurs, we will call you.

WHERE’S MY TEACHER?
Teachers rarely miss a class, but if a class is unexpectedly canceled, we make every effort to call you. However, since cancellations often happen on short notice, we post a sign at your class to notify you. The class will then be rescheduled.

HOW DO I PAY FOR MY CLASS?
Payment options are listed at the top of the inside back pages. Payment is always due at registration. Our office no longer accepts cash! Credit cards, money orders or cashier’s checks are accepted for payment.

WHEN CAN I REGISTER?
You may register for a class as soon as the course schedule is available. We highly recommend you register and pay for a class a minimum of three business days before the class starts.

CANCELLATION POLICY
No tuition refunds will be made except in case of course cancellations or official withdrawal from a course. The refund policy for non-credit courses is as follows:

1. All refunds will be processed based on the date the withdrawal form is filed with the Records Office.
2. For courses that meet for more than one class session, refunds of 100% will be made only if the application for refund/withdrawal is filed before the second class meeting.
3. For courses that meet for only one class session, refunds of 100% will be made only if the application for refund/withdrawal is filed with the Records Office before the beginning of the class.
4. Emergency withdrawal will be considered filed as of the date of the emergency leave orders or medical certification of family emergency. Refunds under emergency conditions will follow the schedule of above.
5. Any exceptions to the above policy will require approval of the appropriate dean and the bursar.

WHAT ARE CEUs?
CEUs are nationally recognized to record satisfactory completion of certain approved occupationally-related programs. One CEU is awarded for each 10 contact hours of instruction included in a specified continuing education program or activity. Successful completion is attendance-based unless otherwise noted. 90 percent attendance is required for successful completion of most classes. Some classes require 100 percent attendance.

QUESTIONS?
Call Continuing Education at (254) 526-1586 or email us at continue.education@ctcd.edu. We are located on the main CTC campus in Building 136, Room 139. Our hours are 8 am-5 pm, Monday through Thursday, and 8-11 am on Friday.

CAN YOU TEACH?
We are always looking for instructors who can develop and teach noncredit courses in a variety of areas including foreign language, creative arts, personal skills, painting, drawing, music, career development, outdoor activities, exercise, dance, sign language, craft classes, floral design, College for Kids classes, food and entertainment, travel, culture and writing. For more information about our programs, to discuss a class idea or to request a course proposal package, please contact our office. Although we have made every effort to ensure the accuracy of information in this brochure, we cannot always control errors or omissions. CTC reserves the right to cancel, combine or divide classes, to change the time, day or place or to change instructors without notification without incurring obligation.
PARTICIPANTS UNDER THE AGE OF 18 YEARS MUST HAVE THE SIGNED APPROVAL OF A PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN TO ENROLL IN COLLEGE FOR KIDS COURSES. PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY!

In consideration for ____________________________’s, a minor, participation in the Central Texas College sponsored ____________________________ at ____________________________,
on ____________________________, 2016, I/we ____________________________ PARENT/GUARDIAN(S)
as the Parent(s) or Legal Guardian(s) of Child (collectively “Parent/Guardian”) understand and agree that course may involve certain known and unknown risk, including but not limited to, motor vehicle incidents, personal injuries, medical care, and loss or destruction of property of Child or Parent/Guardian.

In consideration for the benefits Child will receive through his/her participation in the course at Central Texas College, Parent/Guardian ON BEHALF OF CHILD, MYSELF, MY HEIRS AND ASSIGNS, DO HEREBY EXPRESSLY AND KNOWINGLY RELEASE, AND AGREE TO RELEASE, HOLD HARMLESS, PROTECT AND INDEMNIFY CENTRAL TEXAS COLLEGE DISTRICT, ITS TRUSTEES, OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AGENTS, VOLUNTEERS, AND EMPLOYEES FROM ANY AND ALL CLAIMS DEMANDS AND CAUSES OF ACTION, INCLUDING ATTORNEY’S FEES AND COSTS, THAT MAY ARISE DUE TO PROPERTY DAMAGE, PERSONAL JURY OR DEATH SUSTAINED BY CHILD OR PARENT/GUARDIAN ARISING OUT OF THE COURSE, INCLUDING ALL NEGLIGENCE, MOTOR VEHICLE ACTIVITY, INCIDENTS, OR TRANSPORTATION AND ALL ACTS CONDUCTED BY, OR UNDER THE AUSPICES OF CENTRAL TEXAS COLLEGE WHETHER CAUSED BY THE CHILD’S OWN ACTS OR THE ACTS OF CENTRAL TEXAS COLLEGE, ITS TRUSTEES, OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AGENTS, VOLUNTEERS, EMPLOYEES OR A THIRD PARTY.

MEDICAL CARE: Parent/Guardian gives consent for any medical treatment Child may require during his/her participation in the course with the understanding that costs of such treatment will be the exclusive responsibility of Parent/Guardian.

PARENT/GUARDIAN HAS READ AND UNDERSTANDS THIS RELEASE AND ACKNOWLEDGE THE ASSUMPTION OF RISK. PARENT/GUARDIAN UNDERSTAND S/HE IS GIVING UP IMPORTANT RIGHTS AND HAS HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO REVIEW THE CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT WITH A REPRESENTATIVE OF CHOICE, SHOULD PARENT/GUARDIAN SO CHOOSE. THE SIGNATURES BELOW EVIDENCES PARENT/GUARDIAN’S AGREEMENT AND INTENT TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS HEREIN.

Each Parent/Guardian must sign.

SIGNATURE: ____________________________ DATE: ______________

SIGNATURE: ____________________________ DATE: ______________

PERMISSION TO RELEASE NAME TO MEDIA AND TO PUBLISH LIKENESS

I authorize CTC to use my child’s name or likeness for publicity, advertising and/or campus printed and online publications. I understand that his/her name and/or likeness may appear in the media or various publications for an indefinite date, unless otherwise specified.

I waive any claim to financial compensation for the use of any likeness. I also waive any right to inspect or approve the finished photos and/or text.

I hereby release Central Texas College, its legal representatives and all persons acting under its permission or authority, from any liability by virtue of any blurring, distortion, alteration, optical illusion, or use in composite form, typographical error, whether intentional or otherwise, that may occur or be produced in taking of said photo(s) and publication of name or information about me, or in any subsequent processing thereof, as well as any publication thereof.

I declare that I am the legal parent or guardian of the child I am representing and have every right to contract in their name in the above regard.

Parent/Legal Guardian Signature ____________________________________________ Date ____________________________
Anyone needing accommodations to participate in these courses, please contact Disability Support Services at 526-1195.

Legal Name: ___________________________  LAST    FIRST MIDDLE INITIAL SUFFIX

Previous Last Name(s): __________________________

Local Address: __________________________

City: __________________________ State: ________ Zip: __________

Primary Phone: __________ Alternate Phone: __________

SSN: __________ Date of Birth: __________ MM-DD-YY

Please provide the following race/ethnic data. This information is requested on a voluntary basis by the U.S. Department of Education. (check all that apply): (This information will not affect your admission to the college.)

Ethnicity:  ❑ Hispanic/Latino  ❑ Non-Hispanic/Latino

Race:  ❑ American Indian or Alaska Native  ❑ Asian  ❑ Black or African American  ❑ White

❑ Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander

Gender:  ❑ Male  ❑ Female

Email: __________________________

High School Graduate:  ❑ Yes  ❑ No  Date: __________ Name of high school attended: __________________________

If you did not graduate, have you earned a GED?  ❑ Yes  ❑ No  Date: __________

Name and state of college/university: __________________________

State and county of legal residency for tax purposes: __________________________

CTC does not discriminate in admission or access to, treatment or employment in its programs and activities on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, gender, disability, age, sex based or veterans status. If you have any type of documented disability for which special services might be helpful, please contact Disability Support Services at (254) 526-1195.

MEDIA CONSENT: If you do not wish for you or your child to be photographed for use in CTC advertising and/or campus printed and online publications, please check the box below. Your consent includes waiver of any financial remuneration, right to inspect or approve photos and also releases CTC from any liability for use of the images.

❑ I do not consent to be photographed for use in CTC advertising or publications.

I agree to abide by all college rules and regulations as outlined in the College Catalog. I certify the information on this form is complete and correct. I request registration in the courses listed on this form. I also understand that I have received or been directed to bacterial meningitis information on the college website (www.ctcd.edu/student-immunization), as directed by the State of Texas, Senate Bill 31, 2001.

Signature: __________________________ Date: __________________________

SYNONYM NUMBER  COURSE NAME  COURSE NUMBER  COURSE TITLE  BLDG/ROOM  DATE FROM/TO  TIME FROM/TO  COST